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A NEW BEGINNING: MOMENTUM OPENS A NEW CHAPTER IN THE
HISTORY OF THE BIENNALE

A view of S-AR’s Cylinder Pavilion, 2021, which will host local projects, mediation, outreach and education activities. Photo:
Eivind Lauritzen

Moss, Norway — Galleri F 15 is pleased to announce the opening of MOMENTUM 11.
For its eleventh edition, the biennale has broadened its scope to include a protected nature
reserve just across the Oslo Fjord from the city of Moss, marking a shift from an urban
context to a wider perspective that represents a new beginning for MOMENTUM.
The artist-practitioners encompass a range of cultural backgrounds from both the local
region and further afield. Their work can be encountered in venues across the city of Moss,
in the exhibition spaces of Galleri F 15 at Alby gård, and via a circuit that runs along the
southern part of the island of Jeløya, connecting several temporary art installations.
The selection of film, photography, sculpture, performance and installations bridge both
generations and borders, with a focus on themes that explore our ideas of community,
togetherness, inclusivity and diversity.

While many of the projects are contemporary and specifically commissioned for the
biennale, several are from earlier in the twentieth century, suggesting that a thoughtful and
critical dialogue around activism and art is ongoing—and there is a path to follow.
From the start, the focus for the MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS has centred
around ideas of togetherness and horizontality, and its concept has been informed by a
notion of commons developed by Elinor Ostrom.
Ostrom was interested in how local life could be managed through processes of
emancipation and shared responsibility. Her theories and joyous acceptance of a
combination of perspectives speak to a biennale—and a world—in transition.
The idea of commons or commoning is particularly relevant today, as together we grapple
with what it means to be a society, resolve issues around resource management, and build
equitable institutions and communities.
By meandering through a gallery space, by taking a walk through a forest, or by a chance
encounter in the city, it’s possible to experience art within multiple and unique contexts.
The hope is that visitor-participants to MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS enjoy an
opportunity to reconsider our shared past and reflect on how we can collaborate together
for a more sustainable future.
Artist-practitioners by venue:
Galleri F 15 | Alby gård
Pia Arke, Arctic Hysteria, 1996 | Nina Canell, Tug, 2021 | Chto Delat, About the footprints,
what we hide in the pockets and other shadows of hope, 2021 | Cian Dayrit, Tree of Life in
the state of decay and rebirth, 2019 | Goutam Ghosh, Kuppi, 2021 | Camilo Godoy, What
did they actually see?, 2021 | Renée Green, Begin Again, Begin Again, 2018 and Space
Poem #5 (Years & Afters), 2015 | Maria Noujaim, Agrimensura, 2021 | Maria Nordman,
UNTITLED 1980–present | Uriel Orlow, The Crown Against Mafavuke, 2016 and Imbizo Ka
Mafavuke [Mafavuke’s Tribunal], 2017 | Frida Orupabo, Untitled, 2017 | Hannah Ryggen,
Ethiopia / Ethiopia, 1935 | Paul Mpagi Sepuya, A conversation around pictures (0X5A0816),
2019, Darkroom Mirror diptych (0X5A4336 and 1150028), 2019, Darkroom Mirror Study
(2110114), 2018, Mirror Study (0X5A1948), 2019 and Studio (0X5A0173), 2017
Kunstforening | Moss city centre
Délio Jasse, J’ai le devoir de mémoire [I Have a Duty to Remember], 2019 | Trinh T.
Minh-ha, Naked Spaces: Living Is Round, 1985 and Surname Viet Given Name Nam, 1989
Musikk Paviljongen | Moss city centre
Augusto de Campos, Cidade City Cité, 2021
Oslo Fjord | Ferry
Charlemagne Palestine, STRUMMING MUSIC, 2021

Circuit | Island of Jeløya
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Siri Hermansen, Islands of Memories, 2018 | Daisuke Kosugi, All that goes before forget,
2021 | Kollektivnye Deystviya, Slogan, 1977 | S-AR, Platform Pavilion, 2021, Stairs Pavilion,
2021 and Cylinder Pavilion, 2021
Curatorial concept: Théo-Mario Coppola
Associate curator, outreach: Håkon Lillegraven
Biennale director: Dag Aak Sveinar
Production: Eivind Karlsen
Art department: Maria C. Havstam
Administration: Ann Wenche Opperud
MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS would not be possible without the generous
support of Aggregate Parken, Arts Council Norway, Bastø Fosen, Byggern, F 15 og
Momentums venner, Gunters Eftf., Institut Français de Norvège, Kulturtanken, Moss
Kommunale Eiendomsselskap, Moss kommune – Kultur, oppvekst og aktivitet, Plan, miljø
og teknikk and Utvalg landbruk, samferdsel, natur og miljø, Moss Youth Council, Nordic
Culture Fund, Kunstforening, Norwegian Ministry of Culture, Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs – Department for Culture, Business Relations and Protocol, Sparebankstiftelsen DNB,
Thu & Johansen, and Viken Fylkeskommune.
To arrange a press visit, an interview, or for further information, please contact:
Amanda Kelly, Pickles PR, amanda@picklespr.com, +34 685 875 996
Anders Graham, Galleri F 15, ag@gallerif15.no, +47 415 09 934
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EDITORS’ NOTES
About MOMENTUM
The biennale was established in 1998 and is currently organised and produced by Galleri F
15 in Moss, Norway. For over two decades, MOMENTUM has consistently supported
compelling curatorial vision and operated as a platform for exploring the exhibition format,
both in the Nordic context and with an international perspective. MOMENTUM 11 coincides
with a new stage in the biennale’s history, as most venues and sites will be located on the
island of Jeløya. The move offers an opportunity for MOMENTUM to engage in a closer
relationship with nature, explore the connections of different landscapes to local cultural
history, and be a catalyst for change.
Project and curatorial team selection process
By way of a multi-stage selection process, Galleri F 15 chose Théo-Mario Coppola’s HOUSE
OF COMMONS project. Théo-Mario Coppola was appointed as curator and Håkon
Lillegraven, who applied separately, was appointed as associate curator, outreach.
On opening without a curator
MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS was formed around ideas of togetherness and
horizontality, and we have been committed to exploring how these principles and values are
connected to art discourse, as well as our interrelations and work processes. Open
collaboration is vital for creating a context that accepts vulnerability, encourages
participation, and welcomes diverse perspectives. Ultimately, this proved to be challenging.
The dismissal of the curator just days before the planned opening date has led to many
ongoing, nuanced and thoughtful conversations. While unexpected and traumatic, it has
allowed for opportunities for reflection on what constitutes collaboration, solidarity and
contractual relationships, as well as the roles and responsibilities of curators, institutions,
production teams, participants, artist-practitioners and supporters in larger-scale projects
like a biennale.
Outreach and mediation
In addition to opportunities for further learning, reflection and discussion within the
exhibition space with the Reading Room and A New Beginning, which charts the evolution
of the biennale, a programme of workshops, podcasts and other outreach and mediation
activities is being developed by the Galleri F 15 team, in collaboration with Håkon
Lillegraven, associate curator, outreach, and the artist-practitioners.
Blikkåpner
The Blikkåpner - or “Eye opener” - programme emerged as part of MOMENTUM in 2015,
which has expanded to include a larger network of Blikkåpner programmes in Eastern
Norway. Blikkåpner are young people aged 16-19, employed by Gallery F 15 to convey and
communicate the biennale projects to their own age group and a more general audience.
They are employed for one year at a time and receive training, take part in workshops,
contribute with their knowledge, and meet with staff, artists and curators. In autumn 2020,
eight Blikkåpner from Moss and its surrounding municipalities were hired to take part in the
project, sharing a common interest in encouraging other young people to open their eyes to
contemporary art. Their exhibition, Peter Pan, formed part of the activation of S-AR's Circle
Pavilion. Follow the Blikkåpner on Instagram @generasjonf15, and watch videos from their
series, “Alone in the Gallery,” which was created when the exhibitions were closed due to
Covid-19 in Norway.
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About Théo-Mario Coppola
Théo-Mario Coppola (born in 1990—self defines as non-binary—he/him/his) is a
French-Italian curator and arts writer who currently lives and works in Paris, France. His
practice is characterised by curatorial empathy and activism. This approach has led him to
develop the concept of 'affective communities', which could be defined as collective
strategies that resist contemporary forms of domination, stand up for marginalised identities,
and seek to transform values in art, governance and society. Coppola is a former teaching
and research fellow at Sciences Po Toulouse, France. He founded and curated HOTEL
EUROPA, an annual series of exhibitions and programmes (Vilnius, Lithuania, in 2017,
Brussels, Belgium, in 2018, and Tbilisi, Georgia, in 2019). In 2017–2018, he was the artistic
director of Primo Piano and Intermezzo in Paris, France, and led their joint residency and
exhibition programme. In 2018, he curated the third edition of the Nuit Blanche arts festival
at Villa Medici in Rome, Italy. His critical texts and reviews have appeared in magazines and
online publications, including Flash Art and Antidote.
About Håkon Lillegraven
Håkon Lillegraven (born in 1992, he/him/his) is a curator, producer and outreach professional
based in Oslo, Norway. With a degree in curation from Central Saint Martins, London, UK,
he has initiated and participated in projects for art institutions and platforms such as Art
Night Open, In formation at the Institute of Contemporary Arts London, and Off Site Project.
He has written for platforms such as Karmaklubb* and Numbered Editions. From
2018–2020, Lillegraven was curatorial assistant for osloBIENNALEN First Edition and he is
currently Head of Mediation at Fotogalleriet in Oslo, Norway, as well as co-founder and
producer of several queer curatorial platforms and independent projects. In autumn 2021, he
will participate in the course 'Curatorial practice + public space', organised by KORO Public Art Norway.
Previous editions of MOMENTUM
M1 – Pakkhus, 1998: Lars Bang Larsen, Daniel Birnbaum, and Atle Gerhardsen
M2 – Park, 2000: Ina Blom, Jonas Ekeberg, Jacob Fabricius, and Paula Toppila
M3 – Momentum 2004, 2004: Caroline Corbetta and Per Gunnar Tverbakk
M4 – Try Again. Fail Again. Fail Better., 2006: Annette Kierulf and Mark Sladen
M5 – Favoured Nations, 2009: Lina Džuverović and Stina Högkvist
M6 – Imagine Being Here Now, 2011: Markús Þór Andrésson, Theodor Ringborg, Aura
Seikkula, Christian Skovbjerg Jensen, and Marianne Zamecznik
M7 – Dare 2 Love Yourself and Six Impossible Things Before Breakfast, 2013:
Erlend Hammer (D2LY) and Power Ekroth (SITBB)
M8 – Tunnel Vision, 2015: Jonatan Habib Engqvist, Birta Guðjónsdóttir, Stefanie Hessler,
and Toke Lykkeberg
M9 – Alienation, 2017: Ulrika Flink, Ilari Laamanen, Jacob Lillemose, Gunhild Moe, and Jón
B. K. Ransu
M10 – The Emotional Exhibition, 2019: Marti Manen with assistant curator Anne Klontz
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MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS
PRACTITIONERS AND PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
Pia Arke
Pia Arke (b. 1958, Ittoqqortoormiit, Greenland; d. 2007, Copenhagen, Denmark) was a visual
and performance artist, writer and photographer whose practice explored the ethnic, cultural
and political relationships between Denmark and Greenland, reexamining the impact of their
shared colonial history on indigeneity and identity. “I make the history of colonialism part of
my history in the only way I know, namely by taking it personally,” Arke wrote in 2003.
Acknowledged as one of the most important postcolonial critics from the Nordic region, her
work has been widely exhibited in exhibitions and institutions across the globe.
Arctic Hysteria, 1996
Arctic Hysteria is a video performance by Pia Arke from 1996 showing the Kalaallit artist as
she crawls naked over a giant black and white picture of Cougarsuk Point, a spit of land at
the terminus of a C-shaped bay in Greenland. The artist lived there in the late 1960s. In the
film, Arke strokes the artificial landscape, rolls across it, and sniffs it like an animal. Then she
tears the map to pieces, gathers the curled shards of paper, and lets them fall across her
shoulders and thighs. The title of the work is a reference to the term Piblokto, also known as
arctic hysteria. Most common during long arctic nights, and first documented by explorers,
it is a phenomenon experienced by the Inuit, usually women, who perform irrational or
dangerous acts which they then forget.
Federico Barbon
Graphic design for MOMENTUM 11 - HOUSE OF COMMONS, 2021
Federico Barbon (born 1990 in Treviso, Italy, based in Milan, Italy, and Lausanne,
Switzerland) is a graphic designer focusing on web and editorial design. He studied at Bauer
school in Milan, Italy (2013) and graduated from ECAL in 2019. He worked at Studi- opaola
(Milan), Navone Associati (Milan) and Lamm & Kirch (Leipzig). He’s now working as a book
designer for a number of publishers (Triest Verlag, Witty Books, Humboldt, Yoffy Press,
Skinnerboox) and collaborates with ECAL.
Augusto de Campos
Augusto de Campos (b. 1931, São Paulo, Brazil) is a writer, translator, music critic and visual
artist. With his brother Haroldo de Campos, he founded the concrete poetry movement in
Brazil. Written in 1953, his series of colorpoems, POETAMENOS (Minisport) are considered
the first consistent examples of concrete poetry in Brazil. His practice initially focused on
visual poetry, where verse and conventional syntax are abandoned and words are
rearranged in graphic patterns and colours; and has since expanded to experimentation with
new media. His poems have been presented in numerous international exhibitions and
anthologies.
Cidadecitycité, 2021
With Cidadecitycité, a poem becomes a city and a city becomes a poem. The work,
composed in Brazilian Portuguese, presents a dense dialogue between language, the
potential representation of what constitutes a city, as well as a concrete poem. The text
consists of a collection of cut and composited words (all of them originally ending with
‘cidade’) and placed in alphabetic order. It features the repetition of the occurrence of the
word ‘cidade’ (‘city’ in Portuguese), and the repetition of this same word translated to
English (‘city’) and to French (‘cité’). As the formant fragments of words were chosen only
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among those who had the same spelling in the three languages the whole results in a
trilingual poem, which can be read in any of the languages (from "atrocidade" to
"voracidade", from "atrocity" to "voracity", "atrocité" to “voracité”) and his long hundred
letter line word suggests an iconic relation with a big town., Cidadecitycité is a historical
concrete poem from 1963. In concrete poetry, the graphic composition is as important as
the meaning of the words, their sound and performance. The poem is presented in the
Music Pavilion in the small park close to Moss Kunstforening (Art Association). Within the
context of HOUSE OF COMMONS, experiencing the complexity of what is a city can also
perhaps be extended to include the many layers that constitute Cidadecitycité.
Nina Canell
Nina Canell (b. 1979 Växjö, Sweden) is a visual artist who lives and works in Berlin. Her
practice explores the nature of process and the distribution and loss of energy. Grounded as
much in chance encounters as in close study, her work is characterised by a syntax of
relations and transfers. Thinking beyond the tangibility of material, she sees sculpture as a
conduit which is highly sensitive to spatio-temporal variables. Her work has been presented
in major international exhibitions and featured in numerous monographs and publications.
Tug, 2021
This singular, enigmatic sculpture was once part of a network of underground
telecommunication cables. It is both a ready-made and a sculptural intervention. The work
evokes the complexity of human relations and distribution of resources and access. There is
no clear direction of flow within this apparent two-way system, in which the administrative
question of distribution has been zipped shut — concealed into a hermetic stump — and so
keeping the details of its modus operandi ambiguously sealed.
Chto Delat
The collective Chto Delat (What is to be done?) was founded in 2003 in St. Petersburg,
Russia, by a workgroup of artists, critics, philosophers, and writers from St. Petersburg,
Moscow, and Nizhny Novgorod. Inspired by a 1902 publication by Lenin and the 19th
century novel written by Nikolai Chernyshevsky, its name is a nod to socialist worker’s
self-organisation in Russia. An artistic cell and community organiser, the collective uses a
range of media, from video and theatre to radio and murals, art projects, seminars and
public campaigns, to explore the post-socialist condition, knowledge production, and the
politics of commemoration.
About the footprints, what we hide in the pockets and other shadows of hope, 2021
This video installation is realised in collaboration with the Piraeus Open School for Migrants
in Athens. This work combines video film based on the performance of shadow theatre
which took place in Athens. The series of photo collages – portraits of the film participants
with an architectural structure similar to the school table – addresses the legacy of the
Zapatista movement. In the performance, two narratives intertwine with each other. One
comes from the Zapatista texts where Durito, a fictional beetle character, explains in a
metaphorical way some basic ideas of Zapatista movement, and shares personal stories
from the lives of the performance participants, refugees from different countries who arrive
to live in Greece. It is part of an ongoing project entitled The Slow Orientation in Zapatism,
which was initiated in 2017. Zapatism is an Indigenous political movement and a knowledge
project based in Mexico, built on democratic processes practiced through community and
horizontality.
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Cian Dayrit
Cian Dayrit (b. 1989, Manila, Philippines) is a visual artist who works in painting, sculpture,
and installation. His practice explores how art can render the concealed visible, and the
ways artists can challenge cultures of extraction. Dayrit has said that “One must develop a
deeper connection to human experiences and recognise the material conditions that dictate
these narratives,” and his work, informed by the experience of colonialism from the
perspective of the Philippines, involves counter cartography, revising historical and political
narratives, and excavating ancient mythologies. He has participated in numerous biennales
and exhibitions around the world.
Tree of Life in the state of decay and rebirth, 2019
Cian Dayrit’s embroidered textile work depicts a tree of life that uses words such as
“imperialism,” “capitalism,” “resistance,” “cheap labor,” “ecological degradation” and
“neoliberal education” to weave together histories of oppression with contemporary politics.
In the struggle against systematic oppression, Dayrit uses art as a call to action and his
works present powerful representations of ongoing resistance movements.
Goutam Ghosh
Goutam Ghosh lives in India. He studied at the Academy of Fine Arts, Oslo, in Norway, and
at the Maharaja SayajiRao University, Baroda, in India. He has presented solo shows at
Tanya Leighton Gallery in Berlin; Kunsthalle in Hamburg; Standard in Oslo; and Project 88 in
Mumbai, and has also participated in international group exhibitions with David Zwirner
Gallery, London; Centre Pompidou, Paris; and The Renaissance Society, Chicago, among
others. Ghosh is part of the Desert Lab Collective in Kutch, and was a fellow at Akademie
Schloss Solitude.
Kuppi, 2021
This newly commissioned video installation by Goutam Ghosh was produced somewhere in
India during a film-making workshop with local musicians, artists and community members.
The film, which is complemented by several sculptural works, explores the complexities
inherent in the representation of images, geography and forms. Its aesthetic stands at the
junction of an ethnographic proposal to a row of abstract images. The film tells the story of
an abandoned government building in the forest featuring a glowing sign with the words
“Kuppi”. Kuppi is a metallic vessel with a narrow hole extended with a short pipe in the end,
typically used to absorb moisture, crystal liquor, from the air. The local youth and elders
often gathered in this place, for partying, remembering stories with toys and music. There is
a symbolic departure, when a toy elephant is baked in a forest fire, as very often at night,
elephants appear and block the way for the villagers, pushing forest security police to go
further. It is the shadow of the elephant that delays the story in the forest.
Camilo Godoy
Camilo Godoy (b. 1989, Bogotá, Colombia) is an artist and educator based in New York. His
multidisciplinary practice uses videos, photographs, performances, sculptures and zines to
explore how political meanings and histories are constructed. At the intersections of gender,
history, race and sexuality, his work is informed by queer, Latinx, feminist and Black
perspectives, often revisioning different and subversive ways of being. A graduate of The
New School with a BFA from Parsons School of Design, 2012 and a BA from Eugene Lang
College of Liberal Arts, Godoy has participated in numerous international exhibitions,
biennales and residencies.
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What did they actually see?, 2021
This newly commissioned work consists of three black-and-white photographs of the artist
dancing. It focuses on the artist’s research into colonial texts by European missionaries and
explorers describing the dance practices of non-European people. These texts represent
non-white people as “out of control,” “lacking discipline,” and being without “civility.”
Godoy’s project confronts how racist legacies of the colonial gaze constructed specific
notions of non-white bodies that continue to reverberate in the present.
Renée Green
Renée Green (b. 1959, Cleveland, USA) is an artist, writer and filmmaker based in Somerville
and New York. Both the place of the individual in history and the question of identity form
part of her research-intensive practice, which explores aesthetics, cultures, histories and
memories and can involve multiple collaborators. Often participatory and represented by
complex sculptural installations, her work brings together film, archives, digital media,
sound-related works and writings with photography, architecture, textiles, printmaking and
other media. Green has participated in multiple exhibitions internationally and also teaches
at a number of universities across Europe and America.
Begin Again, Begin Again, 2018
Space Poem #5 (Years & Afters), 2015
Collectively, these two works offer a complex synthesis that addresses the phenomenon of
the passing of time and the evolving representation of different forms of violence and
domination. How are our contemporary representations informed by this unfolding of images
and words? The film, Begin Again, Begin Again, offers an expansive meditation on
modernity that unravels around the central figure of Rudolph M. Schindler and his 1912
manifesto, “Modern Architecture: A Program.” The work explores a central theme: the
imposition of modern ideologies of order, including racial hierarchies and settler-colonial
projects of conquering new environments and the people indigenous to them. The banner
installation makes no claim to ownership, rather it encourages visitors to search online and
elsewhere for a phrase or word to see what the search yields.
Siri Hermansen
Siri Hermansen (b. 1969, Geneva, Switzerland) is a filmmaker, photographer, and installation
artist who lives and works in Oslo, Norway. Through her practice, she investigates
unforeseen effects in societies undergoing profound economic, environmental or cultural
changes, offering unusual micro-perspectives on contemporary methods of survival and
processes of adaptation. Her research resembles a form of shared anthropology dependent
on interrelations created on location and her personal experience of place. Siri Hermansen is
Professor and Head of the Master's programme, Art and Public Space at The National
Academy of the Arts in Oslo, where she also completed her doctorate in 2016. She holds an
MFA from the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris and a BFA from Parsons School of Design.
Islands of Memories, 2018
Siri Hermansen’s film investigates how the memories and traumas of the Second World War
have been transferred and received by the third-generation descendants of families in
Germany. It offers an insight into the human processes of adaptation, where negotiation
mechanisms enter into force for each descendant. Through conversations with cultural
historian Georg Habermehl, psychiatric nurse Martin Jansen, and professor of social
sciences Claudia Lenz, the participants reveal different strategies and methods of
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understanding their family and the history of Nazism, exploring how individual family
histories relate to public narratives.
Financial support from: Bergesen Stiftelsen, Fritt Ord, Norsk Kulturråd, Vederlagsfondet and
the Bavarian Ministry of Culture and Science, Munchen
Daisuke Kosugi
Daisuke Kosugi (b. 1984, Tokyo, Japan) lives and works in Oslo, Norway. Although video is
his primary medium, his practice incorporates performance, text, sound and sculpture to
produce work that focuses on dislocated subjectivity in a normalized social milieu. He often
works closely with his family and other individuals, exploring ideas around belonging,
empathy, gender, memory and the incommunicability of physical and mental pain, while
considering the notion of real versus imaginary. Recent solo exhibitions include Jeu de
Paume in Paris; CAPC musée d’art contemporain de Bordeaux; Museo Amparo Puebla in
Mexico; and Fotogalleriet in Oslo. Kosugi’s work has also been presented widely in Norway
and in various international institutions including Centre Pompidou in Paris, Whitechapel
Gallery in London, and Bonniers Konsthall in Stockholm.
All that goes before forget, 2021
Single channel video, 15 minutes
All that goes before forget is composed of fragmented stories from a young girl in post-war
Norway, to a Japanese schoolgirl during WWII, to an androgyne person in their twenties in a
contemporary domestic setting. While these three individuals belong to very different places
and times, an indeterminate voiceover, interwoven between images might belong to one of
the characters on screen, or all, or none. Scenes are depicted with close-up images, which
bring with them a suggestion of significance, as if they were hinges to memories, but the
overall narrative remains tantalizingly elusive. As the voiceover puts it, “Details of the
periphery repeat themselves again and again, whilst the centre of the event takes place
somewhere else.” This points also to the film’s title, which seems to offer two different
possible interpretations: everything that occurs before forgetting, or, forget everything that
came before. The title is taken from the opening sentence of Samuel Beckett’s short text,
“Enough,” originally written in French in 1966 and translated by the author into English later
the same year. Kosugi’s work often draws on his own family history, where research into his
relatives’ lives is transformed via a combination of portraiture, documentary, choreography
and fiction. All that goes before forget marks a new development of his work, moving
deeper into fiction as a form for speculating about those events that might define a life,
while simultaneously defying our ability to narrate them.
Kollektivnye Deystviya
Kollektivnye Deystviya (Collective Actions Group) was founded in 1976 in Moscow, Russia,
by Nikita Alexeev, Georgy Kiesewalter, Andrei Monastyrski and Nikolai Panitkov. Other
members have joined the collective’s actions, installations and performances, although the
distinction between artist and spectator is often blurred. The collective’s function as
described by Monastyrski: “The only positive definition would be a dynamic definition: the
event’s action emerges through the joint effort of authors and spectators, aiming for a shift
in the subject of perception from the demonstration zone (‘art’) through the border area
(‘strip’) of the indistinguishable–into the zone of scattered everyday perception (‘life’).”
Slogan, 1977
Slogan-1977 by Kollektivnye Deystviya (Collective Actions Group) is a representation on the
island of Jeløya of a previous work by the collective. The work consists of a banner which
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features a text in Russian and Cyrillic characters that reads: “I DO NOT COMPLAIN ABOUT
ANYTHING AND I ALMOST LIKE IT HERE, ALTHOUGH I HAVE NEVER BEEN HERE
BEFORE AND KNOW NOTHING ABOUT THIS PLACE.” The banner forms part of the
collective’s many performances, which are documented in a series of publications called,
Trips Out of Town. The work has different meanings based on the site and the participants.
Slogan will be installed when the Kollektivnye Deystviya complete the performative and
participatory part of the work.
Délio Jasse
Délio Jasse (b. 1980, Luanda, Angola) is a visual artist who lives and works in Milan, Italy.
His practice often interweaves found images with clues from past lives, such as passport
photos, family albums and other archives, to draw links between photography, in particular
the concept of the ‘latent image’ and memory. While known for experimenting with
traditional analogue photographic printing processes, Jesse also develops his own printing
techniques. His work often incorporates analogue processes to subvert the reproducibility of
the photographic medium, creating subtle variants and interventions using painting,
liquid-light, gold-leafing and collage.
J’ai le devoir de mémoire (I Have a Duty to Remember), 2019
J’ai le devoir de mémoire is a series of silk-screen prints that offers an experiential and
personal exploration of a set of archival documents testifying to colonial history. The title,
which translates to “I Have a Duty to Remember”, is derived from imagery that Jasse
collected during his 2019 residence in Lubumbashi in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
The works contain both archival photographs and text fragments that echo Belgium’s
involvement in the Congo from 1908 to 1960. The stamps, words, numbers and images
added to the original archival material refer to elements of that history, and how authorities
grant permission to people’s existence by means of “official” documents. This project was
shown for the first time within the context of the 2019 edition of the Lubumbashi Biennale.
Maria Nordman
Maria Nordman (b. Silesia [Görlitz, Germany, a city conjoined with Zgorzelec, Poland]) is a
sculptor and conceptual artist living and working in cities where her works are being
realised, and currently in Los Angeles, USA. Over the course of the past five decades, she
has opened inter-cultural works on streets, exploring whether a meaning spectrum can
come from any person arriving by chance. Practicing innovative workings that generate
inclusivity on the streets, Nordman continues to connect the various cities where she
produces works; each one a potential participant in a larger archive/sculpture enaction. She
notes: “Each person can potentially create a fabric with persons of another city for a new
context of works in the open place.” Within this context, an archive/sculpture that is
intergenerational < > intercultural and for persons of different geo-origins could become part
of this seminal itinerant work process. In choosing to start to work directly with the person
arriving by chance on streets and parks during the sixties and seventies, Nordman set new
precedents for working in the larger urban context, asking: “Is it possible to be opening the
meaning production for art to any person, without limitation as to who could be the
producer?” Her works, FILM ROOM EXHALE 1967–present and FILM ROOM EAT
1967–present, are regarded in new critical texts as the initiators of subsequent works with
rooms in public places. Her influence holds an open regard for working with time, and her
latest book, GEO-AESTHETICS, is seen as a sculpture / museum / archive in itself. For
Nordman, the search for the site of the archive/sculpture is a project of decades and in
“choosing the specificity of site and time, each person arriving could enact the geo-solar
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conditions into new forms of meanings.” Her works include musical interventions,
inter-performances, architectural constructions, productions of film rooms, books, poetry
publications and Standing Pictures. Featured in exhibitions around the world, her work
includes two major projects at the Venice Biennale and two works with rooms in the city of
Kassel with Documenta. Nordman has a B.F.A. and M.A. from U.C.L.A. and considers
“working at schools as part of my sculptural practice.” She has produced 16
books/sculptures. From 1967–1986, her first book was given entirely to the process of
personal memory and creating a record of the spoken word of any visitor to the work. She
recalls that “in that two-decade long work, any person arriving at the work could become its
implicit curator, a practice that continues now in other ways, with the finding of a time and a
place for an archive/sculpture.”
UNTITLED 1980–present
Untitled is a conceptual and community-based artwork by Maria Nordman. The single
elements of wood that constitute this open construction are each presented as a sculpture
with its own shadow, perceived while inside. The work explores the presence of the body in
relation to architecture, community, participation and public place. In its placement, we find
each element as an elemental sculpture. Later, the wooden elements could form a
micro-house, with space for two standing persons or the work could potentially become an
inter-performative community action toward the end of the exhibition, with volunteers and
colleagues walking with the fragments of a tree-building through the forest in Moss.
However, Untitled is not only formed by its physical elements, it also becomes a work of art
through its activation and the completely contradictory meaning of its structures. Nordman
is known as one of the most visionary artists to emerge from California in recent years. Her
focus on direct experience and the ‘co-authorial role’ she ascribes to visitors of her works
pre-engages the practices of artists who have emerged over the last decades. Her practice
engages chance, time and place to create unique experiences where the roles of viewer and
producer begin to merge, allowing participants to construct their own meaning spectrum.
Maria Noujaim
Maria Noujaim (b. 1986, Río de Janeiro, Brazil) is a visual artist who lives and works between
Serra da Mantiqueira and São Paulo. A graduate of dance from Escola Angel Vianna, her
artistic explorations involve form and poetry, and her practice investigates movements
conformed between sculpture and language in a process that relates the body with space.
Often beginning in the body, Noujaim's works can feature pedagogical exercises, the
production of note scores and the use of materials and drawings. She has a PhD in History
of Art from the Pontifical Catholic University in Río de Janeiro.
Agrimensura, 2021
Maria Noujaim’s work consists of an installation, initially activated by the artist and
potentially activated by participants over the course of the exhibition. The project
investigates the dominant techniques of representation and measurement by way of dance
notation, which uses graphic symbols and figures, path mapping, numerical systems, letters
and words to communicate dance movement and form. Dance notation is to dance what
musical notation is to music or the written word is to theatre. Agrimensura, which in
Portuguese means “to survey”, consists of a poetic measurement of a rural terrain: instead
of pursuing engineering standards, this measurement is after the migratory movement of
birds, the ages of plants and specific human deeds.
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Uriel Orlow
Uriel Orlow (b. 1973, Zurich, Switzerland) is a visual artist who currently lives and works
between London, UK, and Lisbon, Portugal. His research-based, process-oriented and
multi-disciplinary practice is concerned with colonial residues, plants as political actors,
spatial manifestations of memory, and gaps of representation. He uses film, photography,
drawing, sound, lecture performances and modular, multi-media installations to explore
specific locations and micro-histories, bringing different image-regimes and narrative modes
into correspondence. He studied at Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design London,
the Slade School of Art, University College London and the University of Geneva.
The Crown Against Mafavuke, 2016
Imbizo Ka Mafavuke [Mafavuke’s Tribunal], 2017
Set in South Africa, this film diptych considers medicinal plants as dynamic agents linking
nature and humans in a network of curative, cultural, historical and economic connections.
The Crown Against Mafavuke shows a reenactment in the Palace of Justice in Pretoria of a
court case from 1940 in which Mafavuke Ngcobo, a real life traditional herbalist, was
accused of straying from tradition and illegally using Western ingredients in his preparations.
In Imbizo Ka Mafavuke the tables are turned. Mafavuke returns to the present where he
presides over an imagined – but necessary – tribunal in which traditional healers, activists
and lawyers come together to discuss Indigenous knowledge and the issue of
bio-prospecting by the pharmaceutical industry, which has come to consider traditional
medicine as a source for the identification of new bioactive ingredients for medicines. The
two staged films explore the ideological and commercial confrontation between two
different yet intertwining medicinal traditions and their uses of plants, with slippages across
gender and race further questioning notions of purity and origination. Working across the
genres of documentary and drama, the films raise important questions about the protection
of the Commons of Indigenous knowledge in a global context.
Frida Orupabo
Frida Orupabo (b. 1986, Sarpsborg, Norway) is a sociologist and artist who lives and works
in Oslo, Norway. Her creative practice poses questions related to race, family relations,
gender, sexuality, violence and identity. Her work consists of digital collages in various
forms. Orupabo’s colleges and photomontages ask the viewer to confront stereotypes while
encouraging a dialogue with ideas around identity and post-colonialism. She founded
@nemiepeba, a curated Instagram account of written works, images and sounds.
Untitled, 2017
The video installation is based on Frida Orupabo’s Instagram account, nemie peba, which
revolves around found material collected since 2013.
Charlemagne Palestine
Charlemagne Palestine (b. 1947, Brooklyn, USA) is a sound and visual artist, musician,
performer, installation artist. He has published more than 60 albums (solo and
collaborations) and played at festivals around the world. Working from a highly personal
approach centred around ritual and shamanism, he has created an extensive body of
experimental musical compositions, performances and visual artworks. Perhaps his
best-known works are his piano pieces. These feature short sequences, repeated endlessly
with the gradual introduction of variations. Despite being linked to it, he has rejected the
minimalist label, using the term “maximalism” for his compositions.
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STRUMMING MUSIC, 2021
For HOUSE OF COMMONS, Charlemagne Palestine will present a special performance of
his work STRUMMING MUSIC, originally composed in 1976 and considered a major work of
contemporary minimal music. It will take place on the Bastøy Ferry as it crosses the Oslo
Fjord from Moss to the island of Jeløya. On a Bösendorfer Imperial piano, Palestine will
perform the composition, which is based on the principle of repetition and an organic
rhythmic dimension, with his unique use of the piano pedals. Known for his hour-long
performances, Palestine developed his strumming pieces based on Jewish music traditions,
improvisations on chimes, and minimalist music which he explored in New York in the
1960s. The performance is planned for August 2021.
Hannah Ryggen
Described as one of the most influential artists of the 20th century, Hannah Ryggen (b.
1894, Malmö, Sweden, d. 1970, Trondheim, Norway) was a self-trained textile artist. Her
practice used this traditional medium to explore a new range of motifs that incorporate
elements from folk art and mythology with contemporary issues. Her work is best
represented by her monumental tapestries, spectacular visual attacks that weave powerful,
politically inspired stories that uncompromisingly share her political views. In 1964, Ryggen
was the first woman to represent Norway at the Venice Biennale and her work was exhibited
widely during her lifetime.
Ethiopia / Ethiopia, 1935
Ethiopia is one of Hannah Ryggen’s earliest anti-war tapestries and an explicit anti-fascist
statement, made in direct response to Italy and the Mussolini government’s invasion of
Ethiopia on 3 October 1935. By June 1936, Italian forces had captured the capital of Addis
Ababa and proclaimed Mussolini as the king of Ethiopia. The invasion did not provoke
meaningful sanctions or action, despite the fact Italy was declared guilty of aggression by
the League of Nations, which was founded to maintain peace after the First World War.
Mussolini infamously predicted this inaction in a radio broadcast held on 2 October, one day
before the invasion, saying: “Until there is proof to the contrary, I refuse to believe that the
authentic people of France will want to spill blood and send Europe to its catastrophe for the
sake of a barbarian country unworthy of ranking among civilized nations.” In the same
speech Mussolini also stated: “This manifestation signifies that the tie between Italy and
fascism is perfect, absolute, unalterable”. In Ryggen’s tapestry, Mussolini is portrayed with
his decapitated head impaled on a spear. In the centre, Ethiopia’s Emperor, Haile Selassie,
and Italy’s ambassador are also depicted. The work was seen as too provocative to be fully
exhibited at the World Fair in Paris in 1937 and the section with Mussolini’s impaled head
was hidden. Even so, audiences were taken aback by its explicit political stance. Notably,
while Ethiopia was shown in the Norwegian Pavilion, Pablo Picasso’s Guernica (1937) was
exhibited at the same time in the neighbouring Spanish Pavilion.
S-AR
S-AR is an award-winning architectural design studio based in Monterrey and Mexico City,
Mexico. Founded in 2006, it is led by César Guerrero and Ana Cecilia Garza. The studio’s
practice is defined by an attempt to value the natural resources of a place as opposed to
dominating or destroying them. Its designs are informed by a consideration of the best use
of resources, not only those that have an energetic impact on a project, but also the cultural,
climatic and human implications, which can have an intrinsic impact.
Platform Pavilion, 2021
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Stairs Pavilion, 2021
Cylinder Pavilion, 2021
S-AR has developed a project of three temporary wooden structures for HOUSE OF
COMMONS. These pavilions are respectfully placed in the natural landscapes at Alby and in
the Alby Park on the island of Jeløya. Produced from local wood and recycled materials,
they are designed to avoid causing any permanent damage. Each will be used to present
projects and performances over the course of the biennale. The Platform Pavilion is placed
in a dense spruce forest and houses the work of Siri Hermansen. The Staircase Pavilion is
situated below Alby Farm, where a former workers’ home was located, and it houses the
work of Daisuke Kosugi. The Cylinder Pavilion is located in Albay Park and will host local
projects, mediation, outreach and education activities.
Paul Mpagi Sepuya
Paul Mpagi Sepuya (b. 1982, San Bernardino, USA) is a photographer and visual artist who
lives and works in Los Angeles. Emerging within the queer zine scene of the 2000s, his
work, often collaged and sculpture-based portraits, highlights the intimacy of photography
while deconstructing and posing questions about the social function of the medium.
Sepuya’s practice explores representation and embodiment, as well as the production of
portraiture and the artist’s studio as a potential site of homoerotic social relations. His work
has been exhibited widely and is held in numerous internationally renowned collections.
A conversation around pictures (0X5A0816), 2019; Darkroom Mirror diptych (0X5A4336 and
1150028), 2019; Darkroom Mirror Study (2110114), 2018; Mirror Study (0X5A1948), 2019;
Studio (0X5A0173), 2017
In Paul Mpagi Sepuya’s photography the relationship between subject and artist is closely
explored. We are urged to question who is viewing who – and how – in the eroticisation of
other, especially black and queer bodies. With the use of mirrors and the inclusion of visible
cameras and iPhones, the images appear theatrical and reminiscent of collage. His works
have been referred to as “digital cruising spaces”, in which male bodies are intertwined, and
photographic lenses, mirrors, and other effects create confusion but not disembodiment.
Often compared with the work of American photographer Robert Mapplethorpe, Sepuya
refers to his photographs as inspired by early “conversation pieces”, a form of painting
popularised during the Enlightenment (in the 1720s and onwards) that staged “informal”
group portraits or depicted scientific studies. Often at least one of the depicted subjects
breaks “the fourth wall” to look out of the painting and directly at the viewer, implicating us
in the closed circuit of subjective gazes any work of art entails.
Trinh T. Minh-ha
Trinh T. Minh-ha (b. 1952, Hanoi, Vietnam) is an filmmaker, writer, composer and visual artist
who lives and works in California, USA, where she teaches at the University of California,
Berkeley’s Departments of Gender and Women’s Studies and of Rhetoric. Her practice
explores cultural politics, post-coloniality, contemporary critical theory and feminism. Her
genre-crossing films have been variously described as ethnographic or political
documentaries, essay films and allegorical feature films. She investigates themes of
post-and-neo-colonialism, identity and filmmaking, emphasising process and ambiguity
over direct message. The recipient of numerous awards and grants, her work has been
exhibited and published widely around the world.
Naked Spaces: Living Is Round, 1985
Surname Viet Given Name Nam, 1989
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These two film works by Trinh T. Minh-Ha were produced in the 1980s and represent the
struggles and resistance embodied in the everyday life of its subjects. Naked Spaces: Living
Is Round is an attempt at a decisive break with the traditions of ethnographic filmmaking, a
documentary film genre popular in the early 20th century, known for its depictions of rarely
shown Indigenous peoples and cultures and later criticised for its ethnocentric gaze, the
staging of its subjects, and its origins in colonising cultural practices. Through a wandering,
non-objectifying and often sensuous gaze, Minh-Ha's camera explores the rhythms and
rituals of life in rural communities in six West African countries: Mauritania, Mali, Burkina
Faso, Togo, Benin and Senegal. The film’s nonlinear structure lends itself to deliberate
disorientation, questioning the packaging of knowledge and inviting the viewer literally to go
into the dark in research and fieldwork. In Surname Viet Given Name Nam, Trinh explores the
role of Vietnamese women both historically and in contemporary society. In this profoundly
intimate documentary—at once personal and collective—, Minh-Ha uses dance, printed
texts, folk poetry and the words and experiences of Vietnamese women in North and South
Vietnam and in the United States. The film challenges official narratives on women's
conditions while questioning the politics of interviews, translation and subtitling in
documenting. As in Naked Spaces, Surname Viet Given Name Nam explores themes of
voice and language; dislocation and exile.
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